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PREFACE

Knowledge management encompasses a broad scope of topics
concentrated on a core set of information. Businesses are
accustomed to handling and managing the information it
generates through systems, interactions with customers,
through product development, planning, etc. Knowledge is
made up of the human elements to information. The human
element gives form and context to data and as a practice
business collects knowledge with a resolve to distribute and
with anticipation people will share between departments.
Information as a tenant of knowledge is relative to a
speciﬁc topic and its advanced with details about the topic
from a person’s experience, learning, and understanding.
This is one example of how knowledge comes to be. The idea
is to advance information to a state where it represents a
comprehensive narrative about the subject. Knowledge
combined with human insight, known as tacit knowledge, is
often referred to as wisdom. We interchange the use of
knowledge and wisdom very closely as if they are the same,
but they are not.
Wisdom is a presence and knowledge are an entity, an
asset.
For the purposes of this book, our focus is entirely on
understanding knowledge based on two perspectives: logical
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and illogical knowledge and achieving good knowledge
management practices using modern technology. It isn’t as
simple as it may seem, and designing a good infrastructure for
knowledge systems is one small part. There are many complex
areas to consider while creating a knowledge strategy. One
area is the knowledge sandpit.
There is a hidden sandpit within knowledge management?
The sandpit is how I describe excessive amounts of information being passed off as knowledge. Information comes from
data we collect; however, it’s not all eligible to be considered
knowledge. Knowledge should align to certain conditions
associated to a topic. Let’s say you have information that
meets the criteria at hand, and it’s formally approved as
useable knowledge. Approach ﬁltering carefully because the
context of the content may be illogical (not ideal). Just because
content becomes part of a community knowledge repository
doesn’t mean it’s logical (ideal). There is a major problem with
unfounded knowledge being passed off as factual and logical
knowledge. Illogical knowledge doesn’t have a place in business and it can invoke ominous situations when people use or
follow illogical knowledge. To avoid a sand trap, rational
thinking in businesses managing knowledge is needed today
more than ever before.
Knowledge is found everywhere in our advancing world of
technology. Technology should be making things easier and in
some capacity it is; however, we are a long way away from
learning how to balance the use of technology where is
deemed helpful. We are in a pivotal time to provide better
education on integrating technology and people for usefulness, value, and effectiveness. Notice, I’m not including efﬁciency. Efﬁciency doesn’t belong here, and being efﬁcient is
only meaningful when the task or situation needs it.
The considerable amount of illogical knowledge being used
and the refrainment of integrating people and technology in a
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balanced way is a major motivating factor to why I’m writing
this book. In today’s world, the twenty-ﬁrst century, it’s really
important to help bring awareness and understanding on
effecting knowledge management successfully. Better understanding and awareness will help increase the value knowledge will bring to your business community. There is a
signiﬁcant difference between illogical and logical knowledge,
and I believe investing in a plan to produce logical knowledge
is a vital factor for the plan to succeed. It’s important to zone
content by logical (ideal) and illogical (not ideal). Illogical
knowledge carries extra costs and wasted time because of its
unfounded sources or because of unreasonable conditions on
how the content is considered to be knowledge.
Another reason I’m writing this book on Knowledge is
because of its area of interest personally. I wrote a paper in
college on self-knowledge and the older (wiser me) wishes to
have this paper today. Knowledge is so prevalent in today’s
world and has massive amounts of tenants to it. Knowledge
and service management are major areas of experience in my
Information Technology (IT) career. I write this book from
this experience and insight.
Knowledge management is a blend of various commodities,
and effecting knowledge management is a valuable business
asset. It supports communities of interest and can be a time
saver when done properly. To do knowledge properly involves
comprehensive understanding of knowledge management and
use of a distinct strategy to put it in place.
Sharing knowledge in responsible and logical ways is the
motivation behind this book. It’s something I exercise in
business and personal life. When it comes to knowledge, just
be open to other possibilities outside of its scientiﬁc models
and processes to manage it. This book is instrumental to
enduring the complexities of managing knowledge in the
twenty-ﬁrst century!
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INTRODUCTION

Knowledge is a complex and confusing area because it’s
harder to deﬁne than basic information. The path that
knowledge ﬂows within an organization is equally important
to the content being distributed and shared. Knowledge
mostly ﬂows bilaterally in various directions. Typically, an
organization focuses on knowledge that ﬂows and is shared
vertically and horizontally. This isn’t enough because there are
sources of knowledge in many channels that extend beyond
up or down and across. These channels are those linked to the
major vertical and horizontal pathways. Knowledge sources
are like pockets, pockets connected to the organization layers
both internal and external. A good way to describe it is to
think about a sponge and its unique permeable surface. The
circular pocket pattern on a sponge surface represents pockets
of knowledge in an organization. The absorbency of the
sponge represents how well knowledge is absorbed and
shared. This makes identifying the pockets of knowledge
content and how it ﬂows within an organization critical to
understand. By comparison to information, knowledge relies
heavily on the human aspect and good understanding of
existing pockets of knowledge. Information is more exact and
ﬂows in single lanes between systems.
Information management focuses on data and activities
on a factual basis. Knowledge management focuses on
xix
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individual’s experiences, and methods of how knowledge is
shared within an organization or community. Information
combined with experience creates knowledge. Knowledge
helps people in a variety of ways. For instance, learn and
understand about business- or work-related topics. Knowledge also helps to solve problems, ﬁgure out causes to problems, and serves as a method of education.
One angle to view knowledge is that knowledge management evolved from information management. Knowledge is a
much broader area and it is more people centric than dealing
with information. Being people centric makes knowledge
management more difﬁcult to decipher and express. The
challenges to interpret and articulate knowledge is the very
cause to producing mass amounts of illogical or useless
knowledge. This perspective creates an uncompromising situation and a common belief that collecting knowledge and a
drive to store as much knowledge as possible is an effective
strategy. It isn’t, it’s a perspective that will inﬂict disorder.
This perspective doesn’t care much about the quality or
logical aspect to the inner parts of knowledge. The basis of
this book is focused on knowledge management from an
illogical and logical standpoint. The ideal perspective to
change is approach knowledge management consistently and
realistically.
In the information age, the boundaries between information and knowledge are blurred substantially making the task
to choose content difﬁcult. This creates issues with data
waste, information overload, and the burdens of cost to
house useless knowledge. In this book, I talk about methods
to avoid these types of issues and how to segment data
selectively, ﬁlter information to feed into knowledge management, and create context and guidelines for effective
knowledge management practices. A good strategy for
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managing knowledge and is one that creates a wellstructured environment to support it.
Poor knowledge can come from an inadequate architecture; difﬁculties applying content to be useful, too much
content, poor quality of content, or inconsistent and poor
collection methods. Having good knowledge is attainable but
if people can’t retrieve or ﬁnd knowledge they need, then the
environment is not useful.
Knowledge is useless without proper context and application. Users need a fundamental understanding on what
knowledge is and why the organization needs knowledge
management procedures. In my experience, high-level plans
for knowledge often do not work and will steer a good plan
off course. Succeeding with knowledge management comes
from a balanced plan with attention to detail to interconnect
the pockets of knowledge, build quality logical knowledge
assets, and methods to share them. This helps its users
understand knowledge, how to use it, and where to ﬁnd it.
A balanced plan includes business logic behind the plan
and ways the company will manage it.
In this book there is a useable approach to support the
creation of logical knowledge from a balanced knowledge
management plan. This will aid its readers to understand this
complex area. Quality knowledge is a highly effective
nontechnical system in a pool of highly technical resources. It
helps you to diligently make choices based on need and purpose. This book represents logical knowledge acquired and
modernized to ﬁt with current technical systems and tools.

